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experience

Virtuarch, Bangkok
project manager 2022

United Nations NMEC, Bangkok

concept, design, execution for the new main entrance building 

El Mercado S39,  Bangkok

concept, design, execution and construction supervision of a 

restaurant

Atelier Raf Listowski, Paris
2018 - 2021 project manager

Rungis Evenements, National Market of Rungis

design, execution and construction supervision 

for a public building

Air France KSP, Charles de Gaulle airport

concept, design, execution and construction supervision 

for an industrial maintenance workshop

Air France lounge EK, Charles de Gaulle airport

concept, design and building permit for a business lounge

Conseil Général du Val-de-Marne

creation of a masterplan

Chambertin , Montrouge

concept, design and building permit for the rehabilitation of 

office building

architecture competition, Bessancourt

for a social housing project

«Construire à grande échelle»
2018 publication

illustrations for the publication of Mathieu Mercuriali’s thesis

Mathieu Mercuriali Architecte, Paris
six month internship 2016

illustrations for the publication of a thesis and articles,

research housing concepts, public facilities and competitions

Grupo Darwin Arquitectura, Buenos Aires
two month internship 2013

research  and conceptualization for public facilities and

micro-architecture



academic

individual contractor

architecture degree
2015 - 2017

École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Versailles
supervised by Ido Avissar and Philippe Potié

Bellastock, ephemeral architecture festival
La ville des Terres  participant, 2017

Greenwashing  volunteer, 2013

Le Grand Détournement  participant, 2012

workshop Teheran-Paris
second semester 2016

University of Teheran

master 1 scholarship Buenos Aires
2015

Facultad de Arquitectura, Diseño y Urbanismo

architecture undergraduate degree
2011 - 2015

École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Versailles

baccalauréat STI applied arts
2009 - 2011

Lycée Polyvalent Albert de Mun, Paris

building, Epinay-sur-Seine
2022

design of a commercial space and three apartments

M&J, Ile-Saint-Denis
2019

rehabilitation and elevation of co-owned property

extension, Cantal
2017

design of a house extension

other

volunteer

Coté Sushi, Ile-de-France
2014- 2018

restaurant manager

Domaine Roulot, Meursault
2012-2013

grape picker

Hirondelle de l’Avenir, Tourou, Benin
one month 2011

support children in various villages

La Ciotat
one month 2010

support firemen

scout de france, Paris
2009-2013 leader for children in scout de france

1998-2011 scout de france member

skills

autocad

rhinoceros

sketchup

artlantis

photoshop

illustrator

indesign

office
QGis

english

french

spanish

thai
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El Mercado S39, Bangkok
restaurant design

under construction







The Makkhawan new entrance is sculptured as a paper 
plane: this minimalist but strong shape confers a solid 
identity for the entrance while respecting the iconic UNCC 
building architecture, standing right behind its new gate. 

The bright colour of the building skin impacts visual 
sensation under various light conditions. The wooden-like 
finishing interior at the wall and ceiling creates a warm 
sense while contrasting with exterior colour purity. 

The covered outdoor space is divided into two parts. 
The front part acts as an extension of the new entrance 
hall. The rear part has a double function: to close the gap 
between the new entrance building and the UNCC and 
serve as a platform for the flag poles. The new entrance 
level is higher than the city footpath and is landed down on 
a podium made by  UNCC basement parking. 

The main hall is in direct contact with its surroundings 
thanks to continuous and large anti-blast windows. The 
operating rooms and indoor facilities are located at the rear 
and on the side of the building. This layout configuration 
allows a cathedral-like space at the entrance and centre of 
the building.

The Makkhawan new entrance building will be the new 
landmark for the UN campus while valuing the existing 
buildings and the surrounding. 

NMEC

United Nations ESCAP, Bangkok

construction of the new main entrance and flagpoles area 
construction drawings phase





Rungis Evènements
national market of Rungis, Cheviilly-Larue

transformation and requalification of an event hall
delivered

The building is a heritage of the Pavillons Baltards, a 
testimony to the former Halles de Paris, where the market 
was located before the move in 1969. It’s located in the 
largest market in Europe near Paris and welcomes culinary 
events, shows and conferences.

Our response to the competition was to preserve this 
identity alongside opening the building to the outside, 
moulding it as a vitrine and a landmark for the public and 
the marketers. The central core was restored and the wings 
transformed: shortened on the NE side and hollowed out 
on the SW side. Inside, the space has been redesigned: a 
soundproof partition wall enables the space modular, can 
be divided or simultaneously depending on the size of the 
event. The service areas (caterer, backstages and control 
room) are preserved in the central body and the circulation 
is adapted allowing the rooms to be autonomous.

The air and electricity treatment system is taken 
over, allowing the management of one room, two rooms 
separately or the entire building, making its consumption 
more economical and sustainable.


























